These Plans are available through all sales channels and are subject to restrictions where noted:

**VOICE SERVICE PLANS**
- AT&T Viva Mexico Nation Plans
- AT&T Nation with Canada Plans
- Any other generally available post-paid Plan within each AT&T Market for which the Customer or End User qualifies

**WIRELESS DATA SERVICE PLANS**
- Data Connect Plans
- DataPlus Personal Plans
- DataPro Personal Plans
- DataPro Personal with Tethering Plans
- DataPro Enterprise Plans
- DataPro Enterprise with Tethering Plans
- DataPro Enterprise for iPhone
- DataPro Enterprise with Tethering for iPhone
- AT&T Mobile Share Advantage for Business Plans (CRU) and AT&T Mobile Share Advantage Plans (CRU/IRU)
- AT&T Mobile Select - Pooled Plans
- AT&T Unlimited Choice for Business
- AT&T Unlimited Plus for Business
- Any other generally available post-paid Plan within each AT&T Market for which the Customer or End User qualifies

These Plans are available only in select channels and are subject to additional restrictions where noted:

- AT&T FamilyTalk Plans
- AT&T Nation Plans
- AT&T Viva Mexico FamilyTalk Plans
- AT&T FamilyTalk with Canada Plans
- AT&T Business Nation Plans
- Business Pooled Nation Plans
- BusinessTalk Plans
- Shared Business Solution Plans (with a Maximum Number of 60 or more CRUs)
- Pooled DataConnect Plans
- Business Connect Plans
- Data Plan for iPhone (first-generation only)
- Enterprise Data Plan for iPhone (first-generation only)
- DataConnect for Tablet Plans
- AT&T Mobile Share with Unlimited Talk & Text for Business Plans
- AT&T Mobile Share – Data for Business Plans
- AT&T Mobile Share Value® Plans
With respect to both CRUs and IRUs, the Service Discount described in your Agreement is NOT available on any unlimited Voice Service Plans (such as AT&T Nation Unlimited and AT&T Unlimited FamilyTalk), the AT&T Unlimited Plan, the AT&T Unlimited ChoiceSM Plans, AT&T Unlimited ChoiceSM for Business Plans, the AT&T Unlimited PlusSM Plans, and the AT&T Unlimited PlusSM for Business Plans regardless of the device used with such Plans.

The Service Discount described in your Agreement with Qualified Charges discounting is NOT available on overage charges for these Plans.

For more information about AT&T’s broadband Internet access services, please visit: att.com/broadbandinfo.

The Service Discount described in your Agreement is NOT available on the DataPlus 300MB Plan, the DataConnect 250MB Plan, and the DataConnect for Tablet $14.99/mo and $30/mo Plans. With respect to IRUs, the Service Discount is NOT available on the DataPro 3GB Plan. The DataPlus 300MB Plan is not available for CRUs.

The $50/mo. 5GB DataConnect Plan is for use only with AT&T Mobile Hotspot devices, 4G Netbooks, 4G Notebooks, 4G USB devices, and 4G Aircards. The $60/mo. 5GB DataConnect Plan is for use only with AT&T Mobile Hotspot devices, 3G Netbooks, 3G Notebooks, 3G USB devices, and 3G Aircards.

Ineligible for use with original iPhone.

Not available to IRUs.

Plans that have a monthly service charge of less than $35 are not eligible for any CRU service discount described in your Agreement.

AT&T Family Talk and Nation Plans are not available to new customers after 10/25/13.

The Service Discount described in your Agreement will only apply to the primary line of eligible plans.

These plans are retired. If you have a shared plan, you may only add lines up to the limit for your plan.

Not available in retail channels.

Not available if you have selected combined billing.

Not available in retail channels or through Premier.

Not available to CRUs, and not available to IRUs through Premier. The Service Discount described in your Agreement is not available with these Plans.

Not available to CRUs.

The Service Discount described in your Agreement is available only for qualified Mobile Share Value Plans with a data allotment of 1GB or higher, and the Service Discount applies only to the monthly plan charge for the data allotment, NOT to the additional monthly access charge per device.

The Service Discount described in your Agreement applies only to the monthly plan charge for the data allotment, NOT to the additional monthly access charge per device.

Pricing, coverage, terms and conditions depend upon the Plan, feature, promotion or other offer selected. Certain terms and conditions that apply to all Plans are set forth in the Sales Information entitled “Enterprise Customers: Additional Service and Equipment Related Terms” found at att.com/abs-additional-terms. Product-specific pricing and/or additional product-specific terms and conditions are set forth in their respective product-specific Sales Information.